CREATE A MURAL

See the world through new eyes with a creative workshop

OCTOBER 2016

Creation Theatre’s Drama Clubbers and the Ashmolean work together to bring you an exciting series of workshops for you to get involved in!

Make a Pirate Mask!
Are you a salty sea dog or a Long John Silver? Will you have a beard or a mustache? Eye patch or tattoos? Join our crafty Cap’n and have a go at making your own pirate mask to wear around the museum!

We Are Such Stuff As Dreams Join us in the iconic 45.4.3 for an en masse presentation of Prospero’s speech from The Tempest
Pick out a postcard and keep your eyes open for Prospero running the galleries!

Nautical Face Painting
Get your face painted like a creature from the deep or a fearsome pirate. Gallery 7

Play Rome Total War with Creative Assembly
Have a go playing simulated Ancient Roman Strategy games at the Ashmolean. Created by UK studio, Creative Assembly, discover more about the Total War range of historical strategy games at www.totalwar.com

Make a Jellyfish!
The underwater world won’t be complete without its amazing and extraordinary marine creatures. Try your hand at simple puppet making and help us to make a jellyfish for our jellyfish parade at 9.30pm!

Whiskey for Breakfast Goes Under
Whiskey for Breakfast, a group of sea-salted improvisers and wannabe mermaids, improvises short theatre scenes and sketches based on your suggestions. Free the seaweed under water creatures and the most dreadful buccaneers at us and jump aboard for a mermaidly adventure. Or try your hand at improv and learn the tricks of the trade together with us.

Under-the-Sea Mural-Making
Help us to create a mural on the window by designing and adding your own creatures from the deep, treasure chest, or old boot!

Scroll to the bottom of this page for more details about the workshops and booking information.

Get your ticket entitles you to all of the events tonight, although some performances have limited capacity. Please arrive early to avoid disappointment.

YOUR MUSEUM - YOUR STORIES
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